About the Evidence Based Research filter
(Information updated August 2022)
This filter is designed to discover systematic reviews and meta analyses.
We have consulted with the following information professionals:
Douglas Grindlay formerly of the Centre of Evidence Based Dermatology, University of Nottingham, UK
Mellanye Lackey, Director, Health Sciences Library, University of Nevada Las Vegas, USA
Gillian Petrokofsky, Oxford Long-Term Ecology Laboratory, University of Oxford, UK
Erik Fausak, Carlson Health Sciences Librarian (Veterinary focus), University of California, Davis
The Evidence Based Research filter is run behind the scenes on our production databases to tag records. It
is amended periodically, following professional advice.
The search behind the filter combines the following searches with ‘OR’ :
Search 1
(Evidence review) OR (evidence synthesis) OR (evidence-based review) OR (evidence report) OR
"Evidence Reports Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality" OR (publication bias) OR (Campbell
Collaboration)
Search 2
meta-analysis OR meta-analyses OR metaanalyses OR metaanalysis
Search 3
((systematic review) OR (systematic overview) OR (systematic literature review) OR (systematically
reviewed) OR (systematically review) OR (systemic review) OR (Cochrane review*) OR ((ab: Cochrane)
AND (register OR library)) OR (Cochrane collaboration) OR (do:("jbi evidence synthesis" OR "veterinary
evidence")))
Search 4
((pooled analysis) OR systematic OR systematically OR (inclusion criteria) OR (exclusion criteria) OR
(relevant articles) OR (study selection) OR (randomised controlled) OR (randomized controlled) OR (search
strategy) OR evidence OR (literature review) OR (quantitative analysis) OR (qualitative analysis) OR
(cohort studies) OR (case control studies) OR (reference list) OR (selection criteria) OR (data extraction))
AND ((Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure) OR CNKI OR CINAHL OR Psychinfo OR Psycinfo OR
(Chinese Biomedical Literature Database) OR Medline OR Pubmed OR Embase OR (CAB Abstracts)
OR (Science Citation Index) OR (Web of Science) OR (Web of Knowledge) OR Scopus OR (Zoological
Record) OR (Biological Abstracts) OR (Biosis Previews))
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Search 5
"evidence based practice" OR "evidence map" OR "evidence mapping" OR "indirect treatment comparison"
OR "integrative review" OR "mapping evidence review" OR "mapping review" OR "meta narrative review"
OR "meta review" OR "mixed methods review" OR "mixed methods synthesis" OR "mixed papers review"
OR "mixed research synthesis" OR "mixed studies review" OR "mixed treatment comparison" OR "multiple
treatment comparison" OR "overview of reviews" OR "rapid evidence assessment" OR "rapid evidence
review" OR "rapid evidence summary" OR "rapid evidence summaries" OR "rapid realist synthesis" OR
"rapid living review" OR "rapid review" OR "realist review" OR "realist synthesis" OR "review of complex
interventions" OR "review of reviews" OR "scope of the evidence" OR "scoping content review" OR
"scoping literature review" OR "scoping meta review" OR "scoping report" OR "scoping review" OR
"scoping study" OR "strength of evidence" or "structured literature review" OR "synthesis of the evidence"
OR "synthesis of review" OR "systematic map" OR "systematic mapping" OR "umbrella review"
Search 6
("Critically appraised topic") OR ("knowledge summar*")
Final combined search string:
(((Evidence review) OR (evidence synthesis) OR (evidence-based review) OR (evidence report) OR
"Evidence Reports Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality" OR (publication bias) OR (Campbell
Collaboration)) OR (meta-analysis OR meta-analyses OR metaanalyses OR metaanalysis) OR
(((systematic review) OR (systematic overview) OR (systematic literature review) OR (systematically
reviewed) OR (systematically review) OR (systemic review) OR (Cochrane review*) OR ((ab: Cochrane)
AND (register OR library)) OR (Cochrane collaboration) OR (do:("jbi evidence synthesis" OR "veterinary
evidence")))) OR (((pooled analysis) OR systematic OR systematically OR (inclusion criteria) OR (exclusion
criteria) OR (relevant articles) OR (study selection) OR (randomised controlled) OR (randomized controlled)
OR (search strategy) OR evidence OR (literature review) OR (quantitative analysis) OR (qualitative
analysis) OR (cohort studies) OR (case control studies) OR (reference list) OR (selection criteria) OR (data
extraction)) AND ((Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure) OR CNKI OR CINAHL OR Psychinfo OR
Psycinfo OR (Chinese Biomedical Literature Database) OR Medline OR Pubmed OR Embase OR (CAB
Abstracts) OR (Science Citation Index) OR (Web of Science) OR (Web of Knowledge) OR Scopus OR
(Zoological Record) OR (Biological Abstracts) OR (Biosis Previews))) OR ("evidence based practice" OR
"evidence map" OR "evidence mapping" OR "indirect treatment comparison" OR "integrative review" OR
"mapping evidence review" OR "mapping review" OR "meta narrative review" OR "meta review" OR "mixed
methods review" OR "mixed methods synthesis" OR "mixed papers review" OR "mixed research synthesis"
OR "mixed studies review" OR "mixed treatment comparison" OR "multiple treatment comparison" OR
"overview of reviews" OR "rapid evidence assessment" OR "rapid evidence review" OR "rapid evidence
summary" OR "rapid evidence summaries" OR "rapid realist synthesis" OR "rapid living review" OR "rapid
review" OR "realist review" OR "realist synthesis" OR "review of complex interventions" OR "review of
reviews" OR "scope of the evidence" OR "scoping content review" OR "scoping literature review" OR
"scoping meta review" OR "scoping report" OR "scoping review" OR "scoping study" OR "strength of
evidence" or "structured literature review" OR "synthesis of the evidence" OR "synthesis of review" OR
"systematic map" OR "systematic mapping" OR "umbrella review")) OR (("Critically appraised topic") OR
("knowledge summar*"))
This filter has also been archived and is available for use from searchRxiv.org
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